TERRY MYERSON: What we just saw with the Windows 10 Fall Creators Update, it isn't just the next update coming this fall. This is a big opportunity. It's an opportunity for us to keep our customers close to the content, files and activities they've grown to use and love. It's an opportunity for us as creators to easily modernize our apps and build this new virtuous cycle where the Microsoft Graph and the Windows Shell, we connect your customers to your apps. And it's an opportunity through Windows to drive engagement across the diverse devices and platforms our shared customers are using every day.

Now let's talk about our next investment, continuous delivery of your app through the Windows Store. With Visual Studio and the Windows Store, we now have the most comprehensive workflow solution for apps to be built, tested and published to any platform with unmatched feedback cycles to drive love and engagement.

We're not just talking about consumer apps, but also commercial apps for use inside an enterprise or out. Today we're very happy to announce that full UWP capabilities are coming to Visual Studio Mobile Center this fall, including automated build support and a full range of Windows devices available in our test cloud.

You can set up an automated build pipeline with just one click from any source repro in Visual Studio Team Services, GitHub or BitBucket. Once your app is building in the cloud on every commit you're able to easily run this full battery of tests on real devices in our test cloud. You can see how the apps look on the devices, whether the tests are passing or failing, and even get detailed logs and performance data to pinpoint any issues. And, of course, once you're satisfied your tests are passing, you can automate publishing of the app right into the Windows Store.

As a developer, the most exciting thing to me is the feedback cycle the Windows Store provides. This ability to listen to your users and continuously improve. And just last week we announced a new Windows 10 experience, Windows 10S. We believe Windows 10S will become popular in schools around the world, and we're now receiving strong interest from the enterprise. Customers see the clear benefits of the improved security and performance.

But what I hope you see is a Windows experience where your apps from the Windows Store take center stage. Windows 10S is just one of 500 million reasons companies like Spotify announced that they will be in the Windows Store last week. And they are not alone. Today I'm excited to announce that iTunes will be coming to the Windows Store. (Applause.) Windows 10 and Windows 10S users will get the complete iTunes experience, including Apple Music as well as full support for the iPhone. We are serious about enabling the best experience for Windows users and we're thrilled to have iTunes be a part of that.
Now not only is the store great for consumer apps and games, we're also working hard to make the store the best place for commercial software. On that front, I'm happy to announce that SAP's Digital Boardroom will be coming to the Windows Store. This is one of the most popular apps from SAP enabling real-time interactive boardroom presentations, but technically I love that this app is a web app, a progressive web app, allowing SAP to reuse their web content and take advantage of deeper integration with Windows 10.

Next I would like to introduce you to a customer who is already driving success for their business using the Windows Store building an amazing experience in C++. Please welcome to the stage Andy Mott from Autodesk.

(Applause.)

Thanks for coming, Andy.

ANDY MOTT: Thanks.

TERRY MYERSON: So when Autodesk decided to bring Sketchbook to the Windows Store, why did you decide to build a Universal Windows Platform app?

ANDY MOTT: So our teams at Autodesk choose the Universal Windows Platform because we're interested in providing design software to artists and designers on every type of device with all the different types of form factors and input types that are available.

So as an example, the UWP version of Sketchbook was built from the ground up to take advantage of these Windows 10 creative experiences for pen and touch. That enabled us to support devices like Surface Studio and Surface Dial shortly after their introduction.

We also choose UWP because we're interested in providing design software, of course, in all kinds of markets, and the distribution capabilities of the Windows Store help us reach new markets and grow our business.

TERRY MYERSON: And so what's your experience been distributing Autodesk and Sketchbook through the Windows Store?

ANDY MOTT: So we introduced our UWP version of Sketchbook last summer. It became the fastest growing new platform introduction ever with an average of 35 percent month over month bills growth throughout 2016. In fact, sales in the Windows Store grew faster than even our mobile apps last year.

The Windows Store gives us an easy way to reach and address our target customers and our target markets all over the world. When we introduced Windows subscription, we saw an immediate difference in the international market, like Germany, China and Australia, where subscriptions grew faster on the Windows Store than any other platform.
We also like the insights that we get from the Windows Store which help us make sure that we match our product and offer to the markets and customers we serve so that we have an offer that meets the needs of our customers, meets the needs of our business in every market around the world.

**TERRY MYERSON:** Just so awesome. So where do you guys want to go next?

**ANDY MOTT:** Well, at Autodesk we've been testing new ideas and adding support for Windows Mixed Reality in the Autodesk Stingray Real Time Engine. Together these allow our customers to build immersive experiences like never before. So take a look at this example of how we're simulating factories, merging our design tools with the immersive capabilities of Stingray.

(Video segment.)

**TERRY MYERSON:** That's great. Thanks, Andy, for coming.

**ANDY MOTT:** Thanks so much.

(Applause.)

**TERRY MYERSON:** So let's all work together to make the Windows Store a success for your Windows apps and the 500 million Windows 10 customers that are looking for them.

Now let's talk about our investments to make Windows 10 the best damn dev box on the planet. It was last year at Build where Kevin Gallo introduced that we were bringing Bash to Windows 10. You were able to download Ubuntu and set it up, and that's as you know the first step on this journey. We're truly recommitting to make Windows 10 this amazing dev box.

Well, we've got a bunch of new things to share with you today. The first thing I would share is we're making it much easier to set up Ubuntu on Windows 10 by bringing Ubuntu to the Windows Store. So with one click you can easily download and set up Ubuntu on your Windows 10 device. (Applause.) I mean, it's amazing to think when Dave Cutler, who is by the way still on our team writing code every day, envisioned the design of Windows NT, he thought about this OS that could support multiple personalities, and there it was with the Ubuntu shells running the Bash Shell on Windows 10.

Well, we also have some new partnerships on the front this year. SUSE Linux will also be coming to the Windows Store so you can download that and have that shell available for your use to run Linux apps. And we are also working with Fedora.
So you have now four personalities on top of this one OS making it the only OS where you can run Linux applications and Windows applications, making it the most productive development environment ever.

(Applause.)

Now there's one capability we've heard a lot about that people wanted. You wanted to be able to develop an iOS application from Visual Studio on your Windows PC. Well, let me introduce you to the Xamarin Live Player.

Xamarin Live Player is an application here on this iPhone. And what I'm going to do is I'm going to pair it with Visual Studio here on this PC. By simply running the app here on the iPhone, I'm going to press pair to Visual Studio, boom; those two things are now connected. And what that's enabled me to do now is very easily deploy this .NET, C# Northland Project to the iOS device.

Let's take a look at that. Let's come here. It is now downloading the application to the phone. And you can see I have the full debugging capabilities of Visual Studio and .NET right here. I have a breakpoint on line 25. (Applause.) So let's just click on Kevin Gallo and there it goes. The code advances right to the breakpoint and I can debug. You have full, the entire capabilities of the Visual Studio .NET debugger with this iOS application.

Now of course I expect more when I'm working with .NET and Visual Studio. I expect to do live edit and continue. So let's take a look at that. I'm going to come here and I'm going to put the live player into that mode. Now this list view I have here is kind of dry. So let's just add some header code quickly in here. What you see here it's just like that for these phone apps, new downloaded. And this really is the full interactivity you'd expect. Let's change the color of the header. Let's go over here, change some of the code. All right, there you go, so the full capability to build rich iOS applications directly from Visual Studio on your PC. (Applause.)

Then there's one more area where we really invested this year to make Windows the best dev box ever and that is it's really in line with our mission to empower every person on the planet. We do quite a bit of work here to -- I didn't know that photo was going to get put in there. But we do quite a bit of work to make all of our software accessible to everyone. There's a billion people in the world with disabilities. And so that's an incredible group of people that want to have access to all these great capabilities of our apps.

So when it comes to creating a dev platform we want to create the tools that help us and you build applications that are accessible to all of those people. And so in Windows we've been investing quite a bit in Narrator. So Narrator is on every Windows 10 PC. You can run it and you can hear what someone who is visually impaired will experience when using your applications on the PC.
When someone you actually know has had a good experience they can hear your app, but can they -- so now with Narrator we’ve introduced, we continue to invest, in developer mode. So what's happening now is -- there we go. So what I'm able to do now is navigate my application as if I was visually impaired, put myself in the shoes of someone -- some of billion people that will be using my application in this way. And speaking on behalf of our developers this is an unbelievable game changer to understand how to make your application great for all those people all over the world. (Applause.)

So to quickly recap, we are just going to keep investing to make Windows 10 the best dev box ever. We've simplified the install of Ubuntu by bringing it to the Windows Store. SUSE is coming to the Windows Store. We're working with Fedora to bring them to the Windows Store. And now Windows is the only platform that can run both Windows and Linux apps. The Xamarin Live Player will enable you to build, test and debug your iPhone applications from your Windows PC. And with Narrator accessibility mode you can develop for people of all abilities.

So please keep the feedback coming. We're just going to keep investing in making Windows 10 your home for development of apps that run on any platform.

Now each of those three investments, they're pretty cool, right? (Applause.) Each of those investments we're making in our developer communities, they individually are valuable. But sometimes it's when you put all these pieces together that you can see the whole picture. And there's just no better way to do that than looking through the lens of the next frontier of computing, mixed reality.

My first experience in mixed reality was a little over seven years ago. Joe Belfiore came into my office, this is a true story, and told me Alex Kipman just showed me a lobster dancing right in front of my eyes on this bench. You've got to go see this lobster. Since that magical moment I've seen how mixed reality has taught surgeons how to save lives. How it's inspired architects to build masterpieces and it's dramatically improved the processes of some of our toughest manufacturing challenges.

Mixed reality's path, it's still being written. But I truly believe it is going to change everything. I'm so excited to see what mixed reality, where it's going to go with gaming and entertainment. But I'm even more inspired to see how mixed reality is already digitally transforming businesses around the world. I mean it's amazing to think visionary Windows developers jumped in just a year ago when we started shipping HoloLens and now it's paying off for them. I get so much inspiration from this work.

Consider Japan Airlines. Repairing a jet engine is hard. Training people to repair a jet engine is unbelievably expensive. You're taking these jet engines and the jets offline and how long can you train while it's offline. It's this huge thick manual that's kind of a mess consistently so you get a little out of date. Well, at Japan Airlines that's not how it works anymore. Their employees are taking these HoloLenses out and they're training with as much time and as much space as they need to learn how to repair jet engines and keep their fleet safe.
Then you have Mod Pizza, an incredible pizza chain here in the Seattle area, if you're looking for a place to have dinner tonight I recommend it. But they're opening 100 stores per year. It's a huge success story here locally. But the challenge of opening 100 stores per year it's pretty expensive, because every retail space is different. The kitchen has got to be in a different place, a different size. What's the flow of the people in the restaurant, how do people fit, how do we get the ambiance just right? Well, if you have to go physically create the props and move them around and try them out that is slow and expensive. Now they're able to do all that retail space planning with HoloLens.

And there's ThyssenKrupp. They build commercial elevators. But the group in ThyssenKrupp that builds elevators for the home, for those that need elevators to help them move around their homes, it's amazing what they've done. I mean it's truly inspirational. They used to take all these measurements and then iterate to get everything right. But now they've built an application with HoloLens where the installers go onsite, visually map the space and they've already reduced the delivery times of home elevators by 4X.

It's companies like these that saw the possibilities that I saw in the lobster. It's companies like Intel, Acer, ASUS, Dell, HP, Lenovo, and Three Glasses (ph), and many others that are accelerating mixed reality and creativity, making it possible for you to leverage your Windows development skills for this next wave of computing. And this incredible opportunity is in front of us today.

To tell you more, please welcome Alex.
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